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Act 3.2   -  Questionnaire 
 

 

SQ1: how to face the vertical and horizontal administrative fragmentation of the Fortresses;  

 

The main problems and fragmentations at the Fortresses management are created for the fact that 

Greek Ministry of Cultural has adopted a centralized management system for all the archaeological 

monuments across country, without giving the possibility to its local services to take initiations for 

this issue. One other core issue is the obsolete legislation regarding the cultural heritage 

management protection and utilization. This legislation has anti – development characteristics 

which are not correspond to the needs of today.  Giving a characteristic example for fortresses 

management that is implemented by Ministry of Culture for Corfu Old Fortress which is one of the 

most important monuments to the island, the money from the visitors tickets do not go for its 

preservation but these are collected in a central account for the Ministry’s needs. From the above 

mentioned it is easy understandable that the Local Society doesn’t have any participation at 

decisions making procedure.  

Of course this situation creates serious vertical and horizontal fragmentation to the Fortresses 

management in Greece. The following analysis will underline some important aspects of this issue 

and will give some general direction how this can be faced.  

   

Fortresses vertical administrative arrangement: 

Firstly, it is useful to become a brief presentation of all parts that are involved in Fortresses’ 

management in Greece and the role that each one of these has. After this the fortresses vertical 

administrative structure will be figured out in order to be clearer to anyone. 

 At the top of the administrative chain for the fortresses management is the Ministry of Culture, 

which has the overall political and operational responsibility. Under this are regional services, that 

are call Ephorates, which have under their jurisdiction all the local issues of the Ministry of Culture. 

Then there are the Councils which decide for the critical issues that concerns archeological 

monuments across the country. These Councils are: 

a) Central Archeological Council  

b) Central Council of Modern Monuments  

c) Local Councils of Monuments  

To the last it is worth to be referred that it is the only collegiate committee of the Ministry of 

Culture that Local Authorities are represented with one representative. 

- subjects  

These abovementioned factors define the operation for all the important archeological places or 

monuments and especially: a) terms and conditions for public in order to visit them, b) the kind of 

events, cultural or any other, that can be hosted to these places, and in general everything that is 

related with archeological issues. Off course under this status are also the Fortresses in Greece. 

- functioning 

The Ministry of Culture sets the legislative framework and the Ephorates have the responsibility of 

its implementation. 
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Councils have mainly an advisory character to the Ministry of Culture and not a decisive role.  

- critical issues 

The most critical issues are the obsolete legislative framework for the archeological areas and the 

time consuming procedures that are followed by the involved public authorities. Additionally it is 

the small participation of Local Authorities to the decision procedure and this affect in an 

importance grade the local societies, because most of the time important archeological monuments 

are inside cities and the inhabitants cannot take an advantage from their existence there.  

- possible solutions 

A review of the current legislative framework should be in first priority. Then it is necessary local 

societies to have greater involvement to the archeological monuments (fortresses) management 

procedure. 

 

Fortresses horizontal administrative: 

The administrative responsibilities for the fortresses in Greece have the local services of the 

Ministry of Culture (Ephorates) and the Local Councils of Monuments. In particular in Corfu the 

administrative public service is the 21
st
 Ephorate of Byzantine Antiquities.    

- subjects  

The Ephorate determine the uses inside the fortresses and gives the permission for any kind of event 

that takes place into them. Also, define the price for the tickets that the visitors pay and the hours 

that are visited. Finally, it has the responsibility for the maintenance of the fortresses. The Local 

Councils of Monuments has only advisory role. 

- functioning 

The Ephorate has as main responsibility the implementation of the archeological law and the 

decisions of the Ministry of Culture.  

- critical issues 

Ephorates operate in a very restrictive environment and they have small margin to take any 

initiative for the fortresses management. Here it is necessary to be repeated the small participation 

of the local society to the whole procedure. 

- possible solutions 

Reformation of the current legislative framework and it would the Ephorates to gain freedom of 

movements, because they have a better knowledge of the operational problems of every 

archeological monument, including fortresses, at the area of their jurisdiction.   

 

SQ2: how to improve the partnership with private party during the processes of fortress re-

use; 

 

- Applicable administrative and legal tools (short abstract) 

As it is referred to the previous question fortresses in Greece are included to the wider legislative 

framework that rules the archeological places. The main laws are: L 998/1979, L 1650/1986 and L 

3028/2002. For the concession of these to privates it is implemented the generals rules that are 

enforced for the utilization of public real estates and assets. Supervisory authority for this is the 

Hellenic Public Asset Development Fund (HRADF). Its operation is ruled by the L 3986/2011. The 

ordinaries procedures that are followed by HRADF are the below two: 

a) Calls for expression of interest 

b) Open competitions       

- Potential partners’ profile  

Potential partners definitely should have relevant experience in cultural entrepreneurship and to 

have participated in similar convertible projects at the past. 

- Social and economic expected goals 

The re-use of fortresses has to be done in favor of local development. It will be expected to 

transform into an attraction pole for tourists insured in that way an additional income to the 

inhabitants of the wider area and also to increase employment. Moreover, it is possible a successful 
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project to attract more investor at the area and consequently the real estate market near fortresses is 

developing by this way goodwill to the inhabitants’ land properties.  

- Critical issues 

As it is mentioned above the legislative framework that rules the archeological issues is very 

restrictive and it can be an obstacle for any potential investor. Moreover, the licensing procedure for 

this kind of projects is very time consuming and it can create severe delays to the materialization of 

the investment. Finally, the unstable political and economic environment and also the high taxation 

in Greece are deterrent factors for investors.      

- Possible solutions 

It is necessary the Greek Government to proceed immediately with the reform of the archaeological 

law and to simplify the procedures for the concession of the archaeological places to privates and 

also to adopt different types of incentives for investor at this sector.        

 

SQ3: Present best or comprehensive model to get better Fortress Governance; 

actors 

From the so far experience to fortresses management in Greece it is believed that the most proper 

solution is to be transferred this jurisdiction from Ministry of Culture to Local Authorities. Below it 

will be explained the structure that a Municipality should adopt in order to achieve a proper 

function of fortress having at the same time the desirable results. This has to be done, because as it 

has been explained before, most of the times, fortresses are located inside to the cities’ network and 

it isn’t rational a Municipality which has the responsibility for the proper operation of the city to not 

has jurisdiction at the fortress management. 

- structure 

The proposed model for this occasion is the Municipality to establish a Municipal company which 

will have the role of Special Purpose Entity (SPE), only for the management of the fortress. In this 

way the Municipality will have the following advantages: 

a) Has a specialized institution at the fortresses management  

b) This SPE has less bureaucratic procedures at its governance  

c) Has an eligible institution for claiming funding from EU or National programs  

d)  Can have a strategic private investor by giving a minority percentage of the share capital of 

this SPE 

- political legitimacy 

Of course in order to work this model in a proper way it has to be done reform at the laws where 

rule the archeological areas and monuments, as it is said before, and the operation of Local 

Authorities and their enterprises. That’s why the Government has to be pushed to adopt these 

reforms, because in this difficult situation that Greece is coming the utilization of Fortresses can 

contribute in a positive way to the recovery of national economy. 

- stakeholders relationships functioning 

The successful of the proposed model is depending in a high grade from the cooperation of the 

management company with the involved stakeholders. Some characteristic examples are: the 

Municipal Company has to make agreements with the local tourist agencies for taking tourists there. 

Also, in case of the development of merchandising products local tourist- souvenir shops can be 

used as a sale network. Also, it has to have a tight collaboration with the cultural associations of the 

wider area for hosting cultural events inside the fortress, e.t.c. 

- functioning of the relationship with higher government levels  

Ministry of Culture and Ministry of Internal Affairs, which represent the Central Government, must 

have only a monitoring role. The first one will be responsible to control for the protection and 

maintenance of the monument and the second will be responsible to control if the Municipal 

Company operate in a legitimacy way.  

- administrative tools 

Law is giving the right to Local Authorities to have SA companies and also a percentage of them to 

be given in privates, but always Local Authorities must have the majority of the shares capital. So, 
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Local Authorities has to claim from Central Government the concession of the fortresses to them.      

 

SQ4: relevant experiences in the specific field of Fortresses Cross border multilevel 

governance. 

Corfu Municipality has not relevant experience in the specific field Fortresses Cross border 

multilevel governance. 

 

- 

- 

- 


